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Abstract

Recent studies support that emotion regulation plays a prominent role in depression and depressive mood related disorders. However, the details related to such relations are still unknown. Therefore, constructing a model to describe and analyze these connections is essential. Fortunately, there exist many strategies to treat depressive mood disorders, but choosing the correct strategy for any individual should be personalized. Thus, there are always alternatives for discovering novel strategies to improve the treatments. The aim of this study is to model the relation between emotion regulation and depression to identify emotion regulation altering targets to improve the treatment of depressive mood disorders. By random sampling method, 108 volunteers were selected from Eastern Mediterranean University. The significant emotion traits, emotion interaction probability distribution, and personality traits of these individuals were measured using a questionnaire. In the present study, Fuzzy Stochastic Hybrid Petri nets were used as a mathematical tool to model this complex psychological system. Fuzzy and stochastic properties made it possible to deal with randomness feature of psychological systems and unknown kinetic parameters, respectively. The simulation results were obtained by finding the mean of 40,000 stochastic runs with 95% confidence level. The simulation results validated that decreasing the level of anger, distress, and fear may decrease the severity of depression. In addition, the comparison of these simulation results revealed that decreasing the level of shame, and increasing the sense of gratification can be considered to be emotion regulation altering targets, and thus as potential psychotherapy of depressive mood disorders.
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Introduction

Depression is a common disorder that negatively affects feelings, actions, and the way of thinking of an individual (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). The prevalence of major depressive disorder together with bipolar depression (major depressive episode) in a lifetime is about 53% based on the World Mental Health surveys (WMH) (Kessler & Bromet, 2013). Fortunately, there exist several treatments for depression such as drug therapy, psychotherapy, and electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). However, diagnosis and treatment process of depression should be personalized since there are genetics, personality, and environmental factors to be considered. On the other hand, one of the obvious symptoms of either mild or major depression is having sad emotional responses and depressive mood. Therefore, emotion regulation as a collection of regularity processes which controls the behavior of our affective responses (Gross & Thompson, 2007) can be considered as a target for treating depressive mood disorders.

The role of emotion traits such as anger, fear, distress, and shame in depression is inevitable as it is discussed in many recent studies (Joormann & Vanderlind, 2014; Mohammaddkhan et al., 2016; Michopoulos et al., 2015; Yoon et al., 2013). Many empirical studies revealed that there exist consistent links between anger and depression (Balsamo, 2013). A regression analysis of data obtained from a survey in region of Korea showed that anger plays a prominent role in suicidal ideation beyond the effect of depression (Jang et al., 2014). Therefore, anger can be a component to consider in studies related to emotional regulation to treat depression. On the other hand, when it comes to changing the level of fear in an individual, there are emotional regulation techniques such as extinction, cognitive emotion, active coping, and reconsolidation to treat psychological disorders such as depression (Hartley & Phelps, 2010). Distress is the other component, which should be under consideration. The result of comparing compulsory and voluntary admissions of patients with substance use disorders revealed that distress has played a vivid role in depression too (Pasareanu, 2017). Thus, there must be an approach to compare such emotional regulation techniques with each other, and predict novel strategies to ideally treat depression.

It is essential to find a model to explain how objects, agents, and events are appraised based on personalities of individuals to identify possible emotion regulation altering targets to treat depressive mood disorders. Ortony, Clore, and Collins (OCC) introduced such a model in the early 90s (Ortony et al., 1990). A few years after that, Mehrabian constructed a model to describe mood states based on three independent components – Pleasure, Arousal, and Dominance (PAD) (Mehrabian, 1996). Then, a mapping from OCC emotions to PAD mood components was introduced in Alma’s approach to establish a link between the mentioned models (Gebhard, 2005). Finally, models were constructed to predict emotion and mood states by using time series forecasting methods (Mehraei & Akcay, 2017) and stochastic petri nets (Mehraei, 2017).

The current study aims to identify emotion regulation altering targets by extending the model introduced by Mehraei (Mehraei, 2017) to find potential psychotherapies for depressive mood disorders. The extended model includes fuzzy parameters to deal with unknown or missing process rates in the model.
Methods

Petri nets
A classical Petri net is a directed graph consisting of places, transitions, and arcs (Murata, 1989). A pair of place and transition can be connected by a directed arc, but there cannot be an arc connecting any two places/transition to each other. Arcs are identified by their weights, indicating the number of parallel arcs between specified pair of objects. Dynamic structure of a Petri net can be described in terms of flow of tokens. The distribution of tokens among places in a Petri net is called marking.

When the size of a marking grows exponentially, it rises a problem named state explosion problem. State explosion problem is the main drawback of analyzing dynamic discrete event systems with classical Petri nets (Recalde et al., 2007). Continuous Petri nets were introduced by defining continuous places and transition to avoid state explosion problem (David & Alla, 1987). Hybrid Petri nets can be used in systems, which both discrete and continuous places/transitions must be defined (David & Alla, 2001). Extensions such as time, color, stochastic, and fuzzy have been added to Petri nets to model complex biological systems over the past two decades (Liu & Heiner, 2016). In the field of experimental psychology, stochastic Petri nets has been used to predict mood states (Mehraei, 2017).

Creating the model
The sample in this study comprised 108 students or employees at Eastern Mediterranean University after removing the volunteers with missing data and outliers. More than 52% of these participants were female, and the average age of the total sample size was 24 with standard deviation of 3.2 years. These volunteers were born in various countries, so they came from diverse backgrounds. To increase the reliability of the obtained data, the volunteers were asked to fill the questionnaire anonymously. The questionnaire was designed to obtain the following: 1) measuring the main personality traits, which are Openness, Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness, Neuroticism (Mehrabian, 1996); 2) The probability distribution of the most significant emotion state before and after a certain event (Mehraei, 2017); and 3) The most significant emotion hour by hour for two weeks (Mehraei & Akcay, 2016; Mehraei, 2017).

The extended model in this study was conducted based on quantitative modeling with fuzzy stochastic Petri nets on the Snoopy platform (Heiner et al., 2012). New places, transitions, arcs, and properties were added to the initial model (Mehraei, 2017). The initial model contained 20 continuous places; 17 of these continuous places represented the possible emotion states which are anger, admiration, dislike, disappointment, sadness, fear, gloating, hate, hope, joy, like, love, pity, pride, relief, resentment, and shame. The other two continuous places showed the concentration level of PAD independent mood components. 6 discrete places were added to the extended model. Absence of a token in 4 of these discrete places caused 50% decrease in concentration level of a certain emotion state. On the other hand, the presence of a token in the other two discrete places lead to depressive mood or increase in sense of gratification. The initial model contained 48 stochastic transitions to transfer a certain emotional state to another one. The extended model had 4 additional stochastic transitions to decrease the level of certain emotion types by 50%. There were 35 continuous transitions in the initial model to update mood states based on changes in emotional states by using the mapping in Alma’s approach (Gebhard, 2005). There were 4 additional continuous transitions in the extended model to decrease or increase the level of PAD mood components in case of depression or increase in sense of gratification, respectively. There exist 460 regular arcs to connect places to transitions.
and vice versa, and 8 inhibitory arcs in the extended model. To obtain reliable information from simulation results, accurate parameters should be defined in a stochastic Petri nets model. However, many kinetic parameters in psychological systems are uncertain, vague, or unknown. On the other hand, these kinetic parameters are different in individuals. Fuzzy stochastic Petri nets (FSPNs) were introduced to solve this problem by combining stochastic Petri nets and fuzzy sets (Liu & Heiner, 2016). In such FSPNs, fuzzy numbers can be considered as the kinetic parameters instead of crisp real values (Lue & Heiner, 2016). Therefore, in the proposed extended model, fuzzy stochastic hybrid Petri nets was applied to cover randomness and fuzziness of psychological systems by considering both continuous and discrete components.

The structure of the extended model is the same for all individuals, but the initial markings and process rates should be personalized. In this study, the initial markings and process rates were defined based on the sample. For instance, the relative frequency of changing a specific emotional state to another one was different in each person. Thus, the rates for the stochastic transitions of the extended model were calculated by using emotion interaction probability distribution for each person. The reason such transitions were set to stochastic type is to consider the randomness of the events. A part of such segments in the model is illustrated in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: A part of emotion interactions in the extended model.](image)

PAD mood components were defined as continuous places. Their possible values could be any real number from -1 to 1. Since markings in Petri nets cannot take negative numbers, a mapping was applied to assign -1 to minimum value, and 1 to maximum value, respectively. The initial markings for PAD mood components places were set to the calculated values of the mapping from OCEAN personality traits (Mehrabian 1996; Gebhard, 2005), which were obtained from the questionnaire.

PAD mood components can be updated by using a function defined by the history of emotion and mood states in an individual as its domain (Mehrabian, 1996; Gebhard, 2005; Mehraei & Akcay, 2016). The transitions in the extended model were defined as continuous transitions to constantly update PAD mood components. The process rates for these continuous transitions are assigned by applying Alma’s mapping from OCC emotions to PAD mood space (Gebhard, 2005), and such process rates are fixed for all individuals regardless of their personalities as an estimation. For example, if someone feels fear type of emotion, it is expected that fear emotion state negatively affects pleasure and dominance mood components, and positively influences arousal mood component. This example is illustrated in Figure 2.
Depression as a discrete place in the fuzzy stochastic hybrid Petri nets model was defined the way to decrease the level of PAD mood components by using inhibitory arcs. Whenever there was no token in this place, a continuous transition was activated and affected PAD mood components negatively. On the other hand, experiencing a sense of gratification was defined as a discrete place to increase the level of PAD mood components by 3 inhibitory arcs using Alma’s mapping (Gebhard, 2005). These components are illustrated in Figure 3.

There are few stochastic transitions in the extended model to decrease the level of specific emotional states by 50%. These transitions randomly change a specific emotion to another emotion type, and their process rates are personalized for each person. To activate such transitions, discrete places with corresponding inhibitory arcs were defined. An example of such segments in the model is illustrated in Figure 4. In the extended model, the initial markings were defined as fuzzy numbers instead of crisp values to cover the problem regarding to unknown, missing, or uncertain values.
Results and Discussion

It was validated that stochastic Petri nets can model PAD mood components accurately (Mehraei, 2017). The extended model as a fuzzy stochastic Petri nets was conducted on Snoopy platform (Heiner et al., 2012) with the same sample in the previous study (Mehraei, 2017). The simulation results were found by calculating the average point of 40,000 stochastic runs with 95% confidence level based on the formula proposed by Sandmann and Maier (Sandmann & Maier, 2008). Such a large number of runs was considered to obtain a coefficient of variation close to 1, and not to neglect the accuracy (Liu et al., 2016). The ending point of the time interval was set on 500 to compare simulation results with each other at a certain Petri Time (Pt).

As explained earlier, Petri net markings do not accept negative values. Therefore, there is a mapping from the simulation results to PAD components, which should take values between -1 to 1. The mean of the simulation results for each PAD components can be considered as the value 0. Thus, when a mood component value was bigger than the mean, it was considered a positive value, otherwise a negative value. It is known that in the case of a depressive mood, all PAD components are negative (Mehrabian, 1996).

Anger, distress, and fear emotion levels were intentionally decreased by 50% one by one to make it possible to quantitatively compare their influences on PAD components as illustrated in Figure 4. The simulation result shows that decreasing the level of anger emotion leads to positive Pleasure and Dominance components, but the Arousal component remains negative. On the other hand, the simulation results reveal that all PAD components remain negative. The simulation results related to decreasing the level of fear component was similar to anger emotion. However, the level of increase or decrease in PAD components were not exactly same. The calculated average of the markings showed that decreasing the level of anger, distress, and fear emotions increased the level of the Pleasure component by 3.3, 1.5, and 3.1 folds, Arousal component by 1.4, 1.2, and 1.2 folds, and Dominance component by 1.8, 1.5, and 1.6 folds, respectively. These simulation results are in line with the mapping used in Alma’s approach (Gebhart, 2005).

The proposed model made it possible to manipulate emotion types and predict the possible mood states based on PAD components. The level of emotion types was decreased intentionally by 50% to check which emotion type can positively affect PAD components the most.
Surprisingly, decreasing the level of shame emotion along with experiencing sense of gratification led to the biggest number of folds in all PAD components. This proposed strategy increased the level of Pleasure, Arousal, and Dominance components by 3.3, 1.8, and 1.9, respectively. The summary of these results is illustrated in Figures 5.

![Figure 5](image)

Figure 5: Simulation results of Pleasure (P), Arousal (A), and Dominance (D) components.

**Conclusion**

This study showed that fuzzy stochastic hybrid Petri nets is a proper mathematical tool to model and analyze psychological systems such as depressive mood disorder pathways. The simulation results validated the mapping from emotion types to PAD components, which had been used in Alma’s approach (Gebhart, 2005). Decreasing the levels of anger, distress, and fear emotions were helpful for lifting mood states, but it was not good enough to keep all PAD mood components positive. For example, decreasing the anger emotion’s level increased pleasure and dominance component, but could not increase arousal component significantly. In the proposed strategy, decreasing shame emotion along with increasing sense of gratification made all PAD components positive significantly with p-value less than 0.05. Therefore, shame and gratification can be potential emotion regulation altering targets to treat depressive mood disorders. This strategy can be used as psychotherapy, without using drugs and facing their possible side effects.

Clearly, there are many factors which affect PAD components. To include all the factors in the model was out of the scope of this study. However, considering fuzzy parameters and stochastic processes made it possible to neglect factors such as environmental factors.

In future studies, the proposed model can be extended to find novel treatments for depressive mood disorders, and eventually depression itself. Other factors can be integrated in the model, and their roles can be discussed accurately. Such a mathematical modeling helps us to shed light on the way psychological systems work, and find potential treatments for various psychological disorders before trying to run experiments on patients.
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